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**Description**

For fitted models, this command calculates (1) how much bias there must be in an estimate to invalidate/sustain an inference; (2) the impact of an omitted variable necessary to invalidate/sustain an inference for a regression coefficient. Currently works for: models created with `lm()` (linear models).

**Usage**

```r
konfound(
  model_object,
  tested_variable,
  alpha = 0.05,
  tails = 2,
  to_return = "print",
  test_all = FALSE
)
```

**Arguments**

- `model_object` output from a model (currently works for: `lm`)
- `tested_variable` Variable associated with the unstandardized beta coefficient to be tested
- `alpha` probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (defaults to 0.05)
launch_shiny

Open interactive web application for konfound

Value

prints the bias and the number of cases that would have to be replaced with cases for which there is no effect to invalidate the inference

Examples

# using lm() for linear models
m1 <- lm(mpg ~ wt + hp, data = mtcars)
konfound(m1, wt)
konfound(m1, wt, test_all = TRUE)
konfound(m1, wt, to_return = "table")

# using glm() for non-linear models
if (requireNamespace("forcats")) {
  d <- forcats::gss_cat
d$married <- ifelse(d$marital == "Married", 1, 0)

  m2 <- glm(married ~ age, data = d, family = binomial(link = "logit"))
konfound(m2, age)
}

# using lme4 for mixed effects (or multi-level) models
if (requireNamespace("lme4")) {
  library(lme4)
  m3 <- fm1 <- lme4::lmer(Reaction ~ Days + (1 | Subject), sleepstudy)
konfound(m3, Days)
}

launch_shiny

Open interactive web application for konfound

Description

Open interactive web application for konfound

Usage

launch_shiny()
Details

Open the Shiny interactive web application in a browser

Value

Launches a web browser
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**mkonfound**

*Perform meta-analyses including sensitivity analysis*

Description

For fitted models, this command carries out sensitivity analysis for a number of models, when their parameters stored in a data.frame.

Usage

```r
mkonfound(d, t, df, alpha = 0.05, tails = 2, return_plot = FALSE)
```

Arguments

- **d**: data.frame or tibble with the t-statistics and associated degrees of freedom
- **t**: t-statistic or vector of t-statistics
- **df**: degrees of freedom or vector of degrees of freedom associated with the t-statistics in the t argument
- **alpha**: probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (defaults to 0.05)
- **tails**: integer whether hypothesis testing is one-tailed (1) or two-tailed (2; defaults to 2)
- **return_plot**: whether to return a plot of the percent bias; defaults to FALSE

Value

prints the bias and the number of cases that would have to be replaced with cases for which there is no effect to invalidate the inference for each of the cases in the data.frame

Examples

```r
d <- read.csv("https://msu.edu/~kenfrank/example%20dataset%20for%20mkonfound.csv")
d <- d[1:3, ] # this is only so that the example runs more quickly
str(d)
mkonfound(d, t, df)
```
Perform sensitivity analysis for published studies

Description

For published studies, this command calculates (1) how much bias there must be in an estimate to invalidate/sustain an inference; (2) the impact of an omitted variable necessary to invalidate/sustain an inference for a regression coefficient.

Usage

pkonfound(
  est_eff,
  std_err,
  n_obs,
  n_covariates = 1,
  alpha = 0.05,
  tails = 2,
  nu = 0,
  n_trm = NULL,
  switch_trm = TRUE,
  non_linear = FALSE,
  to_return = "print"
)

Arguments

- **est_eff**: the estimated effect (such as an unstandardized beta coefficient or a group mean difference)
- **std_err**: the standard error of the estimate of the unstandardized regression coefficient
- **n_obs**: the number of observations in the sample
- **n_covariates**: the number of covariates in the regression model
- **alpha**: probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (defaults to 0.05)
- **tails**: integer whether hypothesis testing is one-tailed (1) or two-tailed (2; defaults to 2)
- **nu**: what hypothesis to be tested; defaults to testing whether est_eff is significantly different from 0
- **n_trm**: the number of cases associated with the treatment condition; applicable only when non_linear = TRUE
- **switch_trm**: whether to switch the treatment and control cases; defaults to FALSE; applicable only when non_linear = TRUE
- **non_linear**: whether the model is a non-linear model; defaults to FALSE
- **to_return**: whether to return a data.frame (by specifying this argument to equal "raw_output" for use in other analyses) or a plot ("plot"); default is to print ("print") the output to the console; can specify a vector of output to return
**Value**

Prints the bias and the number of cases that would have to be replaced with cases for which there is no effect to invalidate the inference.

**Examples**

```r
pkonfound(2, .4, 100, 3)
pkonfound(-2.2, .65, 200, 3)
pkonfound(.5, 3, 200, 3)
pkonfound(-0.2, 0.103, 20888, 3, n_trm = 17888, non_linear = TRUE)

pkonfound(2, .4, 100, 3, to_return = "thresh_plot")
pkonfound(2, .4, 100, 3, to_return = "corr_plot")

pkonfound_output <- pkonfound(2, .4, 200, 3,
   to_return = c("raw_output", "thresh_plot", "corr_plot")
)
summary(pkonfound_output)
pkonfound_output$raw_output
pkonfound_output$thresh_plot
pkonfound_output$corr_plot
```

**summary.konfound**

Concise summary of konfound output

**Description**

Concise summary of konfound output

**Usage**

```r
## S3 method for class 'konfound'
summary(object, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `object` A 'konfound' object
- `...` Additional arguments

**Details**

Prints a concise summary of konfound output with multiple types of data specified in the to_return argument.
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